
Citation negotiation 

Our solutions 
 Instruction & negotiation 

 Three ideas from the 
literature 

 
 

 

Our problem 
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Our problem“…instead of helping students locate information, [librarians] have become citation vending machines” (Park, Mardis & Ury, 2011, p. 1)Our solutionsInstruction (mandatory, but outside of class time)Negotiation (with instructors)Three ideas from the literature



Solution: Evaluate & identify sources 

 Teach students how to evaluate and identify 
resources (Faix, 2014) 
 “Of the 366 sources cited by students in their annotated 

bibliographies, 187 were misidentified by students” (Faix, 
2014) 

 Evaluation errors become referencing errors  

 Our action: Include source-type identification in our 
citation workshops 
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because students make a lot of errors due to not understanding what a source actually is.  (eg students using electronic versions of scholarly journals, but just cite them as if they are websites; not identifying when an article is popular, or when it is a scholarly research article).



Solution: Score references for quality 

 Award points based on quality of sources (Van 
Helvoort, 2010) 

 Points for different types of articles, eg:  
 10 points: relevant, recent, peer reviewed 
 0 points: Wikipedia 

 Focus on having all elements of the citation  
 Less emphasis on perfect punctuation, italicization, etc. 

 Our action: ‘Evidence informed’ conversation with 
faculty (dept. meetings & retreats) 



 Instructor writes & distributes a brief essay  
 Assigns articles that would be required reading for that 

course anyway 
 The essay is based on some of these articles 

 Instances of plagiarism corrected by students  
 Students correct reference lists & write a conclusion 
 Resubmit for grading (Weimer, 2012) 

 Our action: Suggest to instructors; possibly try in 
our own credit IL course 

 

Solution: Assignment design 
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